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Child: “If they cannot use it for pollinating flowers how do they pollinate then.” 
 
Pollen is very small and light when a bee visits a flower it knocks some pollen off the stamens                   
these land on the Stigma and travel it down towards the ovaries where it fertilises the plant. 
 
Me: “Children please don’t ask me to explain” 
 
But sometimes plants need to be cross pollinated that is where pollen from one plant is                
transferred to another plant of the same kind and it is only the pollen that is stuck to hairs on the                     
bees bodies that can be transferred or sometimes when the worker returns to the hive pollen                
stuck to hairs on the returning bees body is transferred to a different bee, so a bee who has                   
never left the hive can transfer pollen to flowers she has never visited before. 
 
 
Child: What is the pollen used for. 
 
The simple answer is that it is used to feed the newly emerged brood. When the eggs hatch the                   
newly emerged larvae needs to be fed and to do this young nurse bees within the hive carry out                   
this task. They have two special paired glands in their heads. They are called Mandibular glands                
in the mouth and another pair in the top of their head called Hypopharyngeal glands. Both these                 
glands work together producing a special food called brood food for feeding the larvae. 
The Nurse bees consume large amounts of the stored pollen, this is an important source of                
protein for nurse bees, they use the nutrition from it to produce what beekeepers call Royal Jelly                 
this has important amino acids and is rich in protein from eating the stored pollen, this food                 
source is important for the development of the larvae. For the first three days of its life all newly                   
emerged larvae are fed a diet of Royal jelly from the Hypopharyngeal glands and secretions               
from the mandibular glands, after this the diet changes and only the queen is fed Royal jelly. 
 
Child: What are the others fed. 
 
They are still fed a mixture of both royal jelly and brood food but not in the same amounts as the                     
Queen, it is not as nutritious, and they are also fed small amounts of pollen and nectar from the                   
stomach of the nurse bees. 
 
Child: “So if a bee collects pollen from different plants what happens then”. 
 
Nothing they are different plants and you cannot transfer pollen from a willow tree to an apple                 
tree as apples will not grow. They also will not be in flower at the same time. But here is an                     
interesting thing about Honey bees, they exhibit what is known as floral fidelity. That means that                
they usually visit only one type of flower when out foraging. If the plant they are visiting to collect                   
nectar is producing lots of nectar they will keep visiting that plant until is stops secreting nectar,                 
this is one of the reasons that honey bees make good pollinators for agriculture crops. If they                 
are collecting nectar from the same plants, it also means they are collecting pollen from the                
same plants and can either transfer it to the stigma on a flower on the same plant this is called                    
self-pollination or to the stigma of a different plant producing the same flowers known as cross                
pollination. They will cross pollinate Apples, Pears, Cherries. While plants such as peas and              
tomatoes are self-pollinated. Oil seed rape which you can see in fields in spring can               
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self-pollinate but produce a better crop when cross pollinated. 
 
Bumblebees are known to be Polylectic in that they visit many different types of flowers. They                
have hairy bodies allowing more pollen to stick to them and Bumblebees Buzz pollinate plants               
such as tomatoes, Blueberries, Cranberries and Potatoes. They do this to release the pollen              
from the flowers which is stored inside the plant by vibrating their thorax muscles, Honey Bees                
cannot do this. 
 
Visiting the same flower all the time can be bad for the Honey Bees as sometimes the quality of                   
the pollen may not always be good for them, like us they need a mixed diet. Eating crisps or                   
drinking fizzy drinks all the time is not good for us. 
The important thing to remember here is that just because you see pollen on the honey bees’                 
leg does not mean they are using it to pollinate flowers, they are bringing it back to the hive as a                     
source of food for the rest of the bees in the hive. 
 
But here is the thing, if the bees have larvae to fed and no pollen available to feed them they will                     
eat the larvae themselves to provide them with protein so that they can stay alive. Pollinating                
plants is not that simple, and we need all our pollinators Honey bees, Bumblebees and Solitary                
bees to sustain our ecosystem and produce our food by helping plants distribute their pollen. 
 
Child: Are there risks to collecting pollen. 
 
Usually there are no risks to collecting pollen, Honey bees and Bumblebees receive all their               
food from plants from either Nectar or Pollen. There is little danger as the plants don’t put up a                   
fight, occasionally large spiders may be in residence on the plant but usually the bees are too                 
quick, but some pollen is toxic to honey bees and bumblebees. Fortunately, we do not have any                 
Pollen or Nectar secreted in plants in large quantities that are toxic to bees in Ireland, but in                  
New Zealand they have a tree called the karaka tree which flowers in spring and the nectar is                  
toxic to both bees and Humans. Rhododendrons may be toxic and in Turkey you can buy honey                 
called Mad Honey which will give you hallucinations and make you very dizzy. 
The spraying of insecticides and herbicides can be detrimental to pollinating insects, poisoning             
them or if they feed the contaminated pollen or nectar to the larvae it can kill them too. 
 
Some pollen may also contain spores which when fed to larvae can kill them, but more research                 
needs to be carried out on this.  
There are lots of opportunities to research pollen and Bees if anyone is interested when you go                 
to college. 
 
Child: What are the feelers for on the head. 
 
I told you this was not going to be easy. 
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November in the Apiary 
By Jacqui Glisson West Cork Beekeepers’ Association 
 
Finally a bit of quiet time to reflect on the beekeeping year and make some plans for next year. 
It’s been a very busy season and this time “off” is much needed. 
 
While we are taking it easy, what are our bees up to? 
Primarily they are working on keeping the colony warm. Bees are poikilothermic. What this 
means is that their body temperature is not constant,  and varies as the surrounding 
environmental temperature changes. 
There are two mechanisms bees use to stay warm 

1. Clustering 
2. Heat production by “shivering” 

 
1. Clustering 

You will notice your bees starting to cluster as temperatures drop below 18 degrees C. 
Clustering reduces heat loss in individual bees by about 30 %. Now 18 degrees C sounds fairly 
balmy to those of us living in the Irish climate, but it's way too low for brood rearing.During 
February to October when brood rearing is taking place, the temperature in the brood nest is 
maintained between 33-36 degrees C, the brood themselves contributing in part to the heat 
generated. This range is quite critical. Below 28 degrees C and above 37 degrees  C, no brood 

will emerge. Between 28 and 30 degrees C the brood 
can emerge with deformed wings and mouthparts.  
Once brood rearing stops from November to 
January, the temperature in the centre of the nest will 
drop to between 20-30 degrees C. Well that’s the 
theory anyway.  
It’s a glorious sunny day at the start of November 
and I am sitting here in my apiary in short sleeves 
watching basket loads of Ivy pollen coming into the 
hives. I would not be surprised if the queen felt 
motivated by the warmth and pollen run to lay a few 
eggs. 
 
 
Bees on the Ivy. 
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2. Heat production 
The other way bees keep warm in the colder months is to physically generate heat. During flight 
bees generated a massive amount of energy, 500 W/kg. Compare this to the energy generated 
by an Olympic rower 20W/kg. 
Only 20 % of this energy produced during flight is actually converted into mechanical energy for 
flight. The other 80 % is used to heat the thorax and flight muscles. This is needed as a bee 
cannot fly if its thorax muscles are less than 27 degrees C. 
During the winter months to generate heat, the bees the bees micro vibrate their indirect flight 
muscles in opposition to one another. When they do this there is no movement of the wings, 
and 100% of the energy generated is then converted into heat, and distributed throughout the 
body by the haemolymph, (the bees equivalent of blood). This is a very efficient mechanism to 
heat the bee and its temperature rises quite dramatically by about 3 degrees C/minute. 
 
So knowing what is going on now how do we help out bees? 

1. Don't be tempted to pop the lid. The bees will have spent a significant amount of time 
weatherproofing their hive, insuring that the nest is draught free. They will have used 
propolis to seal off any holes and seal the lid shut.  

2. Make sure that your bees have enough stores going into the winter. At the moment in 
West Cork it is still fairly warm, and the bees are still taking down the syrup, but if it's 
cold where you are,and you are not sure you have fed enough, put a bit of fondant on 
the colonies over the feed hole.You want your colony well supplied so they have enough 
food to generate the energy they need to keep the nest warm. 
There are many figures thrown out there as to how much stores is enough. I use 18-22 
kg as my ballpark figure, but in truth it depends on the size of your colony and type of 
bee. Buckfast will need more stores as they generally overwinter with larger colonies, 
more mouths to feed. Others say lift your hive and if it feels light, feed again. Well that is 
fairly subjective and depends on the size of the beekeepers biceps. If my colonies have 
10 full frames of stores I am happy enough, and I usually overwinter the bees on a 
double brood. I suggest you chat to the experienced beekeepers in your area and see 
what works for them and the bees in your locality. 

3. Make sure your bees overwinter in a place that they can take advantage of the winter 
sun. They will need to pop out on the sunny days to empty their bowels. 
 Avoid frost pockets and spots under trees where they will have a constant drip on the 
roofs. 

4. By now your bees should be in good brood boxes, no holes and no drafty areas. 
5. Bees need ventilation. In the winter months moisture can build up in the colonies and 

create a moist environment for fungi to flourish. Providing adequate ventilation for a 
colony goes a long way to preventing infections like chalkbrood.I use open mesh floors 
and that allows the water to drip out the colony and a fresh flow of air under the colony. I 
was at a talk on the weekend in Galway. Pat Curren had a nice idea. He uses solid floors 
but has put 4 holes in each corner for drainage and ventilation. Beekeepers are nothing 
if not innovative. 
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD5fVM6P4qUQ0ED9yksvCVA?view_as=subscriber
http://scientificbeekeeping.com/winter-colony-losses/


Beekeeping in Lebanon 
By Aideen Day South Kildare Beekeepers Association 

I recently had the chance to visit the Irish UNIFIL Contingent in Lebanon who are based in UNP 2-45 in 
UNIFIL Sector West, in south Lebanon.  While there I met a Lebanese beekeeper, Mohammad, who has 
over twenty years of beekeeping experience.  It was really interesting to talk to someone keeping bees 
in such a different climate and conditions to ourselves in Ireland and I thought it would be a good idea to 
share the little information about beekeeping in Lebanon that I gleaned over the few days I spent there. 

Lebanon has a long coastline on the Mediterranean but also 
has significant mountainous areas with altitudes up to 3000 
metres.  The climate therefore has significant variation over 
the annual cycle and also from one part of the country to 
another.  There is also a wide range of nectar bearing crops 
that bees can forage on.  In the hilly areas there are significant 
forested areas and along the coast there are extensive citrus 
orchards, mainly oranges and limes. 

Picture of citrus blossom 

 

Mohammad explained to me that, as he is based in the south 
east of the country, his main crop of honey is ‘Black Honey’. 
This honey is from oak trees and is gathered by the bees in July 
and August.  I happily sampled this honey and found it 
delicious with a dense texture and not too sweet.  The colour 
was extremely dark with amber tints if held up to the light. 

‘Black honey’ is the most popular honey in Lebanon according to Muhammad and I am now the happy 
owner of a very large jar of it. Irish honey on the right, Lebanese honey on the left. 

 

In early spring Mohammad moves his thirty five hives to 
orange orchards on the coast south of Tyre and in April 
time is able to harvest orange blossom honey.   This 
honey is a very pale colour with an orange tinge.  It was 
very light in taste and with a hint of citrus.  Anyone who 
likes marmalade would love this honey! 

Mohammad told me that for the last few years he has 
been getting a yield of about ten kilos of honey per hive. 
I was surprised at this as I thought that yield would be 
higher given the abundance of forage sources available. 
Also Mohammad has Italian bees which I thought should 
cope well in the Lebanese climate.  Mohammad is very 
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happy with his Italian queens, finding them very easy to handle.  His lower yields he puts down to the 
unusually long, hot dry summers that Lebanon has had over the last few years.  Temperatures have 
been over 30 degrees over extended periods even early in the year.  This has seriously reduced plants 
ability to produce nectar with the obvious knock on effect for the bees.  Perhaps this is a temporary 
weather situation or perhaps it is climate change? 

I had a very interesting trip to Lebanon and was delighted to be able to swop notes with a Lebanese 
beekeeper in person.  It gave me a little insight into a different kind of beekeeping and new tastes in 
honey.  

Mohammed on the right. 

Finally I would say if you get a chance to try Lebanese honey I think you 
will be impressed! 
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https://www.sciencealert.com/total-solar-eclipse-bees-completely-stop-flying-cognition?fbclid=IwAR1Q2CfiR1tVG074DA3KD74KjXubQauHXtTJhxxPsK21US-DPt6zUi_kNZQ
https://www.independent.ie/business/farming/forestry-enviro/environment/hiving-off-cap-supports-could-help-save-the-bees-37398274.html
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/16/frankenbees-genetically-modified-pollinators-danger-of-building-a-better-bee
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/16/frankenbees-genetically-modified-pollinators-danger-of-building-a-better-bee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ratio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Summation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fibonacci_number


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Golden-Ratio-Worlds-Astonishing-Number/dp/0767908163/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1539626616&sr=8-3&keywords=the+golden+ratio
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Golden-Ratio-Worlds-Astonishing-Number/dp/0767908163/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1539626616&sr=8-3&keywords=the+golden+ratio


https://www.webopedia.com/quick_ref/textmessageabbreviations.asp
http://www.bushfarms.com/beesglossary.htm


Bee Health Research Professor Jane Stout

http://www.tcd.ie/Botany/people/stoutj/
http://www.tcd.ie/botany
http://www.tcd.ie/naturalscience
http://www.tcd.ie/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylrd3NcpocI
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD5fVM6P4qUQ0ED9yksvCVA


http://www.cpe.cool/


https://beesupplies.ie/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/63QCN39
https://beesupplies.ie/



